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The “WHO”: Who is my ideal client?  Who am I and why do I do what I do? 
The “WHERE”:  Where does my ideal client hang out?
The “OFFER”:  What is my offer and is it too good for my ideal client to resist?

energy
pays me what I’m worth.

 eagerly tells others all  
me to have success in my life and business.

 
Most coaches mistakenly say “yes” way too early here.   
 
 
 

http://www.kristamartin.com/
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Referrals from current and past clients:  I MUST ask them!
Speaking (even without a product to sell):  Simply offer a 1:1 “Strategy Session”
 Networking:  meetup.com, NAWBO, it can actually be FUN
Interview my “Happy Dance Client” – email, call or TALK to people that fit this description 

to find out where do they go to solve their problems?  What words do they use to articulate 
their challenges?  Where can I find them in large groups online and offline?  Are they 
interested in what I’m offering? 
 
(Tons more ideas are presented in The Fast Track to Clients™ program.)

  

Working with clients one-on-one.  If my focus is making more $$ then I can most easily 
accomplish that working with one-on-one clients.  If my focus is to have more time, then I can 
shift my focus to working with groups of clients.

When I create programs (instead of $$/hr.), I create VALUE for my clients.  At a higher 
investment level, my clients get deeper results and a bigger transformation.  (Training is 
available in The Fast Track to Clients ™ program for how to confidently raise my rates, articulate 
my value, and how to create drool worthy programs that serve my clients at a high level.)

http://www.kristamartin.com/
http://www.fasttracktoclients.com/
http://www.fasttracktoclients.com/
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Often coaches ask their clients to invest in their results yet the coach or practitioner doesn’t 
invest in his/her results.  (If the coach feels like a fraud, the feelings are transferred to the 
potential client and they usually won’t “buy”.)

 Apply for a 30 minute Strategy Session (www.kristamartin.com/freeconsult) 
 Re-listen to webinar:  HOW can I apply this to my business in a new way?   
 (Your individual action items go here) 

 

My “inner critic” is likely going to tell me that this “old information” and that I already know 
this stuff.  But, even if I know it, have I really applied it?  Did I really participate in the 
webinar with an open mind and look for new ways to apply this information?  I know that I need 
to do new and different things if I want to achieve new and different (and bigger) results.    

 

By taking a step forward (even if it’s imperfect), I’m letting the universe know that I’m really 
committed to creating a bigger impact for my clients and in my bank account this year.  Money 
likes speed and decisive action.   

http://www.kristamartin.com/
http://www.kristamartin.com/freeconsult

